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MATT CLASSIC LUX

ULTRA EXTERIOR WOOD PAINTS 
When only the best is enough

Ultra house paints are available in 3 different gloss grades; Ultra Matt, Ultra 
Classic, semi-matt and Ultra Lux, gloss. Ultra Primer is a perfect primer for 
Ultra house paints.  Ultra paints have guaranteed compatibility with  the 
Tikkurila ProHouse -painting system.

3 GLOSS GRADES 
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Tikkurila Ultra - the ultimate for
exterior cladding

Quality from Finland

Our 150 years of experience and a strong input to research and development of 

products provide a strong background for the renewal of the Ultra product family. 

Ultra-products are environmentally friendly, which perform outstandingly well on 

primed boards as well as on factory primed surfaces. You can also use the Ultra- 

products to give previously painted claddings a matt, semi-matt or gloss finish.For 

panels treated according to the Tikkurila ProHouse -system you will get a 

15 years maintenance interval guarantee.  ProHouse panels require only one 

finishingcoat on site.
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A wooden house is an investment 
of your life - make sure that it   
retains its value 

 
Wood is an ecological alternative when you are choosing the building material for a house.  

Building a house is an expensive project, and it is definitely worth using material of high 

quality. Ultra paint is the right choice when you appreciate excellent weather resistance 

and wish to maintain the colour and the gloss level for years. Our experience of Ultra paints 

over the last 20 years is the best reference of its weather resistance.  
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Longer life for your wooden house

When you are building a new house from factory finished boards  

Remember that you can buy cladding boards also ready-painted.  This is offered to you by  the Tikkurila ProHouse 

wood treatment system.   Your benefits:
• Only one finishing coat is needed on site. 

• Lower labour costs, and keeping timetable on site will be easier. 

• Less safety risks on site.

• Finishing with Ultra paint makes it possible to achieve even 15 years maintenance interval before 

re-painting. 

When you paint factory primed cladding 

Sometimes the finishing on site of factory primed boards is delayed and the primed surface wears off 

due to being exposed to weathering.   The priming coat can also be very thin, which does not protect 

the surface enough from weathering.  For securing adequate adhesion and preventing seepage of 

extractives from the wood we recommend intermediate painting with Ultra Primer, after which 
only one layer with the desired gloss grade of Ultra finishing paint will be enough. 

When you paint untreated wood, remember 3 steps

1. Priming with Valtti Pohjuste or Valtti Akvabase priming oil as soon as possible - 

either before or without delay after assembly - ensures long maintenance intervals, and  

the surfaces will stay cleaner.  

2. Primed surface should be finished as soon as possible. An opaque paint coat is the best 

protection against sun and weathering. The best and most durable result for primed 

surfaces is obtained with the combination of Ultra Primer +  Ultra in the desired gloss 

grade. Ultra Primer prevents effectively the seepage of extractives from the wood and 

ensures the adhesion of the finishing paint. 

3.  The gloss level of Ultra Matt  is near to the gloss of ProHouse factory finished cladding. 

Ultra Classic is semi-matt and represents the traditional Ultra house paint. Ultra Lux  is 

a new,  modern gloss house paint, which retains its gloss for years.  

When you repaint a previously painted cladding 

After thorough pretreatment, finish the surface 1 - 2 times with Ultra house paint to the 

desired gloss grade.    
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ULTRA PRIMER

Water-borne primer and 
intermediate paint that 
strengthens adhesion.  An 
intermediate paint applied
on factory primed boards 
reduces the total costs of 
painting.  Ultra Primer also 
prevents  effectively the 
seepage of extractives from 
the wood !

Examples of use: for new, 
factory primed or previously 
painted exterior wooden 
surfaces before finishing with 
Ultra or Pika-Teho  house 
paints.

Colours: tintable close to 
the colour of  the finishing 
paint Wooden Facades colour
card.

Coverage: approx. 4–9 m2/l

Pack sizes: after tinting
1L, 3L, 10 L

Tools:
brush (T3) or spray

Cleaning of tools:
Tikkurila Tool Cleaner or soap 
and water

Primer & Intermediate
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ULTRA MATT

An attractive matt Ultra Matt 
is a water-borne and easy to 
apply polyacrylate paint for 
exterior painting of cladding. 
For new or previously 
painted wooden houses. The 
gloss grade corresponds to 
the gloss  grade of  cladding 
boards treated according
to the Tikkurila ProHouse 
concept for factory primed 
boards.

Examples of use: untreated, 
factory primed or finished 
boards, or wood surfaces 
previously painted with 
exterior house  paints.

Colours: Wooden Facades 
colour card.

Coverage: approx. 4–9 m2/l

Pack sizes: after tinting!
1L, 3 L, 10 L, 20 L

Tools:
brush (T3) or spray

Cleaning of tools:
Tikkurila Tool Cleaner or soap 

and water

  

 

 

 

ULTRA CLASSIC

The popular semi-matt
water-borne Ultra Classic
is a polyacrylate paint for 
exterior painting of cladding. 
For new or previously 
painted wooden houses. 
Ultra Classic has an excellent 
colour and gloss durability.

Examples of  use:
untreated,  factory primed
or finished boards, or wood 
surfaces  previously painted
with exterior house  paints.

Colours: Wooden Facades
colour card.

Coverage: approx. 4–9 m2/l

Pack sizes: after tinting!
1 L, 3 L, 10 L, 20 L

Tools:
brush (T3) or spray

Cleaning of tools:
Tikkurila Tool Cleaner or soap 
and water

 

 

ULTRA LUX

Ultra Lux with its classic 
gloss is a water-borne 
polyacrylate paint. Ultra Lux 
stays clean for a long time 
and it has  an excellent 
colour and gloss retention. 
It is also easy to apply.

Examples of use:
untreated,  factory primed 
or finished boards, or wood 
surfaces  previously painted
with exterior house  paints.

Colours: Wooden Facades
colour card.

Coverage: approx. 4–9 m2/l

Pack sizes: after tinting!
1 L, 3 L, 10 L, 20 L

Tools:
brush (T3) or spray

Cleaning of tools:
Tikkurila Tool Cleaner or 
soap and water

FinishesPrimer & Intermediate
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Tikkurila always helps you - 
we support your success in painting:
• Colour scheme services and  weatherproof colours  

• Guides, brochures and colour cards and web pages offer a lot of information.

• Cladding boards painted according to the ProHouse concept and tinted to Tikkurila 

colours withstand direct weather stress while waiting for the finishing coat.

• Quality products which work from the bottom to the top, from untreated surface to 

maintenance painting. 

• Suitable painting equipment

TIKKURILA OYJ
PL/PO Box 53, FI-01301 Vantaa, Puh./Tel. +358 20 191 2000

www.tikkurila.com
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